Global plasma-parameter simulation of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko approaching the Sun*
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ABSTRACT

We simulate the evolution of the plasma environment of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (CG), which is the target comet of the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Rosetta mission, as the comet approaches the Sun. The plasma environment is calculated in three dimensions with a hybrid plasma model. The model treats the dynamics of the solar wind protons and the cometary ions in the framework of the macroparticle approach while the electrons are treated as a massless, charge-neutralizing fluid. The simulation starts at 4.2 AU and finishes at 1.3 AU. The outgassing strength of the comet is calculated from a thermal nucleus model. The model accounts for heat conduction, heat advection, gas diffusion, sublimation, and condensation processes in a porous ice-dust matrix with moving boundaries. The movement of the boundaries (Stefan problem) is accounted for by a temperature remapping technique. The maxima of the cometary ion flux and of the magnetic field in the simulation domain are presented as functions of heliocentric distance. The bow shock (BS), the ion composition boundary (ICB), and the magnetic pileup boundary (MPB) position along the Sun-comet line as a function of heliocentric distance are also discussed. A comparison of the BS position with an analytical formula yields good agreement. The MPB and the ICB along the Sun-comet line coincide.
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1. Introduction

We simulate the plasma environment of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (CG), which is the target of the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Rosetta mission (Glassmeier et al. 2007), during its journey into the inner Solar System by combining a hybrid plasma simulation model with a thermophysical nucleus model. This combined effort allows us a unique insight into the evolution of the plasma environment of a weak comet with increasing activity (Coates & Jones 2009).

A key input parameter of the hybrid plasma model is the outgassing strength of the comet. In the present investigation the major cometary ion species is considered, i.e. water group ions. The outgassing strength is calculated from a sophisticated nucleus model that treats different processes such as heat conduction, heat advection, gas diffusion, sublimation, and condensation with moving boundaries in a chemically diverse nucleus. For a review of the efforts in the field of thermophysical modeling of comet nuclei we refer the reader to Prialnik et al. (2004) and the reference therein. Previous articles concerning the plasma environment of comets were performed at some fixed heliocentric distances and the outgassing strength was set to an estimated number based on observations, or else it was derived from a simple outgassing model (Lipatov et al. 2002; Motschmann & Kührt 2006; Delamere 2006; Gortsas et al. 2009). One of the first studies of the dynamic and very complex phenomenon of a comet approaching the Sun and thereby gaining strength in its outgassing of volatile materials has been presented by Bagdonat & Motschmann (2002). The authors studied the plasma environment of comet 46P/Wirtanen for several heliocentric distances between 3.25 AU to 1 AU in 2D and 3D. Based on characteristic plasma structures, different interaction regimes were identified. An improved investigation was presented by Hansen et al. (2007), who applied the hybrid plasma model of Bagdonat & Motschmann (2002) and the MHD model of Gombosi et al. (1996) to investigate the plasma environment of CG at four fixed heliocentric distances. This investigation has shown that important insight into the plasma environment of comets is obtained through a kinetic approach as presented in the hybrid plasma model. Especially far from perihelion a kinetic description reveals important aspects of the solar-wind/comet interaction.

* A movie showing the plasma environment of CG during its approach to the Sun is available in electronic form at http://www.aanda.org.
** This e-mail address is being protected from spam bots, you need JavaScript enabled to view it.
The novel feature of this study is the sophisticated thermal model employed to calculate the water activity of CG and the quasi continuous simulation of the comet's approach to perihelion. The simulation starts at 4.2 AU and finishes at 1.3 AU with a step size in heliocentric direction of 0.1 AU. In the presentation of the simulation results strong emphasis is laid on the evolution of the comet's ion flux and the magnetic field compared to the undisturbed solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field. The simulation results are compared with analytical formulas for the BS standoff distance. Scaling laws of important boundaries are also presented.

2. Simulation model and input parameters

We apply a three-dimensional, quasi-neutral hybrid plasma model to study the evolution of the plasma environment of CG as the comet approaches the Sun. The dynamics of the solar wind protons and the cometary ions are described in the framework of the macroparticle approach while the electrons are treated as a massless, charge-neutralizing fluid. The key features of the hybrid model are discussed in preceding publications (Bagdonat & Motschmann 2002; Gortsas et al. 2009). Therefore, only a brief overview of the main aspects for this study shall be given.

We start the calculation at 4.2 AU from scratch. After the simulation has reached quasi-stationarity, the result is taken as the starting point of the simulation at 4.1 AU. This is continued until perihelion. At each heliocentric distance the solar wind passes the simulation box up to five times. The dependence of the solar wind environment parameters, e.g. solar wind background density \(n_0\) and the strength of the interplanetary magnetic field \(B_{\text{imp}}\), are obtained through a fit of Voyager 2 and IMP 8 data (Richardson et al. 1995) and with the Parker model (Parker 1958). The corresponding curves are shown in Fig. 1 for the solar-wind ion flux and in Fig. 2 for the magnetic field strength. The increasing outgassing strength of the comet makes it necessary to adapt the size of the simulation box. This is done in a trial-and-error fashion with the aim to keep the characteristic plasma structures like bow shock approximately in the middle of the simulation box and to get a smooth transition between adjacent steps. The simulation domain increases from 1200 km at 4.2 AU to 24 000 km at perihelion.

The outgassing pattern in the hybrid code is spherically symmetric and the outgassing strength is derived from a further development of the thermophysical nucleus model of Kührt (1999). The model consists of water ice, CO ice, and dust in a porous ice-dust matrix. It solves the coupled heat and mass transfer problem with moving boundary conditions. The model takes into account erosion due to surface sublimation, which leads to the loss of internal energy stored in the eroded subsurface layers. This is achieved by applying the so-called temperature remapping technique. Following the work of Crank & Gupta (1972) the spatial discretization is kept constant while the grid is moved according to the amount of surface sublimation. The thickness of the eroded surface layers \(\Delta s\) is calculated from the Stefan condition (Stefan 1891)

\[
\frac{\Delta s}{\Delta t} = \frac{Q}{\Delta H \rho}
\]

\(Q\) denotes the amount of surface sublimation of water ice, \(\Delta H\) the difference in thermal enthalpy, and \(\rho\) the mass density of water ice. In extension to that, a non-constant number of intervals is introduced in order to be able to calculate oscillating boundaries, which can come very close to the surface. This adaptive approach is essential to model cometary activity of a multi-component nucleus. More details of the nucleus model will be published in an upcoming article.

3. Simulation results

3.1. Global view of the solar wind-comet interaction

Part of this manuscript is a movie showing the absolute value of cometary ion flux and of the magnetic field in the orthogonal plane of \(B_{\text{imp}}\) as the comet approaches the Sun. The movie is available as an online supplement.

The simulation results for the water-outgassing strength are displayed in Fig. 1. The water sublimation curve is fitted to observations of Schleicher (2006) by integrating over the whole nucleus and by assuming that 3% of the total surface is active. At 4.2 AU the comet is very faint, reaching an integrated water activity of \(10^{24} \text{ s}^{-1}\). At these large heliocentric distances water activity is very low. But other more volatile species can sublime from the nucleus despite low energy input from the Sun. Such a volatile species would be CO. For the present investigation, however, only water vapor is considered in the hybrid plasma model. Depending on the simulation parameters of the thermal model water exceeds CO-outgassing between 4 AU to 3.5 AU. Therefore, the role of CO is not further investigated here. At perihelion, the comet reaches a water-outgassing strength of \(4.4 \times 10^{27} \text{ s}^{-1}\). Thus, during the simulation cometary water activity increases by more then three orders of magnitude.

The weak outgassing strength at 4.2 AU yields a maximum value of the cometary ion flux, which is one order of magnitude below the undisturbed solar wind ion flux as displayed in Fig. 1. At around 3.7 AU, cometary activity has increased and yields a maximum ion flux that is comparable to the undisturbed
The simulation data allow us to identify a second regime that covers a heliocentric range from 3.7 AU to 2.7 AU. In this interval, the growth of cometary activity is about 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. This growth process is followed by the cometary ion flux, which exceeds the solar wind flux by a factor of 2 at the end of the interval. The magnetic field exceeds the $B_{\text{ IMF}}$ by a factor of 7. Compared to the factor at 3.7 AU this amounts to a moderate enhancement of about 1.4. This regime has been characterized in previous studies of the solar-wind/comet interaction by the formation of the linear Mach cone (Lipatov et al. 2002; Bagdonat & Motschmann 2002).

The last regime spans the distance from 2.7 AU to 1.3 AU. In this interval, cometary activity increases by more than one order of magnitude. The maximum of the cometary ion flux and of the magnetic field, however, seem to grow only moderately. Both quantities exceed the background values of the solar wind by a factor of 2 and 7, respectively; factors that were already reached at 2.7 AU. Hence, despite the growth in cometary activity by one order of magnitude, the maximum of the magnetic field and the cometary ion flux seem to follow the growth of the interplanetary magnetic field strength and the solar wind ion flux. In previous investigations of the solar-wind/comet interaction this last regime was characterized by the splitting of the Mach cone and the formation of a bow shock (Bagdonat & Motschmann 2002).

The proposed division of the simulation range in three interaction regimes appears to agree well with the investigation of Hansen et al. (2007). There are also differences though. The test-particle regime is farther away from the Sun in the ranges from 4.2 AU to 3.7 AU, while in Hansen et al. (2007) this regime was at 3.25 AU. This is mainly because of different outgassing curves. The formation of the Mach cone was identified by Hansen et al. (2007) at 2.7 AU, which coincides well with the present investigation. According to the present simulation, the Mach cone evolves between 3.4 AU to 2.7 AU. In the global view of the solar wind-comet interaction the splitting of the Mach cone and the formation of the bow shock cannot be separated. These structures evolve from 2.7 AU to perihelion. As the comet approaches its perihelion position, the Hansen et al. (2007) and the present investigation converge as the differences in the employed water activity get smaller.
3.2. Shocks and comet characteristics

The position of the bow shock \( R_{bs} \) relative to the comet as function of heliocentric distance is compared with an analytical formula derived by Biermann et al. (1967). Assuming a stationary flow in an axial-symmetric 1 D model of the solar wind the mass flux equation reads (Biermann et al. 1967)

\[
\frac{d(\rho_{\text{sw}} u)}{dx} = \frac{Q m_i}{4 \pi u_g \nu r^2}.
\]

Integrating this equation from the undisturbed solar wind conditions to the location of the bow shock leads to the following expression for the standoff distance \( R_{bs} \) (Biermann et al. 1967; Galeev et al. 1985)

\[
R_{bs} = \frac{Q m_i}{4 \pi u_g \nu r_{\infty} \left[ (\hat{\nu} \hat{u}_k) - 1 \right]}.
\]

\( m_i, u_g, \nu, r_{\infty}, \) and \( u_{\infty} \) denote the cometary ion mass of the water species, the escape velocity of the ions, e.g. 1 km s\(^{-1}\), the ionization rate, e.g. \( 10^{-6} \text{s}^{-1} \), the background solar-wind proton-mass density, and velocity. \( (\hat{\nu} \hat{u})_k \) denotes the critical mass flux ratio of the contaminated solar wind for shock formation. A continuous solar wind flow is possible only until the point at which the mean molecular weight of the solar wind particles reaches a critical value. This value was estimated by Biermann et al. (1967) to be \( (\hat{\nu} \hat{u})_k = 4/3 \) based on a simplified one-dimensional model. Schmidt & Wegmann (1982) showed that for 1P/Halley at 1 AU a shock wave with Mach number 2 occurred at a distance from the nucleus where \( (\hat{\nu} \hat{u})_k = 1.185 \). Huddleston et al. (1992) employed Eq. (3) under the assumption that the critical number \( (\hat{\nu} \hat{u})_k \) is mainly a function of the cometary ion flux, while the solar wind ion flux is set to the undisturbed background values far from the comet. The authors obtained estimates for the shock position along the Sun-comet line in the range of 6.6 \( \times 10^3 \) km for comet 26P/Grigg-Skjellerup with a \( (\hat{\nu} \hat{u})_k \) value of 1.22. In the present investigation, the critical value \( (\hat{\nu} \hat{u})_k \) is used as a fit parameter. It turns out that the hybrid simulation data of the standoff distance are well fitted by Eq. (3) if \( (\hat{\nu} \hat{u})_k \) has a value of 2.05. At perihelion, the standoff distance of CG is 3.37\( \times 10^3 \) km, which is a factor of 2 below the value of comet 26P/Grigg-Skjellerup, which has almost the same outgassing strength as CG at perihelion.

The standoff distance of the bow shock, the position of the ion composition boundary, and the magnetic pile-up boundary as function of heliocentric distance are displayed in Fig. 3 from 2 AU to perihelion because these boundaries are not well defined beyond 2 AU. The outgassing strength of the nucleus is too low beyond 2 AU. The ICB is defined as the location of the cross point along the Sun-comet line of the solar-wind proton density and the cometary ion density. The position of the MPB is represented by the peak value of the magnetic field strength. The ICB and MPB coincide well at perihelion, while farther away from the Sun these boundaries appear to follow different patterns. The ICB follows a power law fit while the MPB shows a power law behavior. The latter is comparable to the fit of the maximum magnetic field in the simulation domain of \( r_H \) as presented in Fig. 2. The coincidence of the ICB and the MPB at comet CG has also been observed at planet Mars by Bösswetter et al. (2004). The fit to the cometary ion flux maximum shown in Fig. 1 is \( r_H^{-1.4} \). A summary of the fit laws can be found in Table 1.

In Fig. 3 we also display the bow shock strength in terms of the Mach number as function of heliocentric distance. One can see that the hybrid model predicts a BS with a Mach number of about 2.3 for comet CG. As the comet approaches its perihelion position, the Mach number of the solar wind flow drops very steeply to this value.

### Table 1. Scaling laws.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_{bs} )</td>
<td>( 3.4 \times 10^3 ) km</td>
<td>confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{mb} )</td>
<td>( \sim Q )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{mb} )</td>
<td>( \sim R_H^{0.56} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>F_{ps}^\text{max}</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>B_{ps}^\text{max}</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** \( r_H \) denotes heliocentric distance. Fits to the hybrid plasma simulation data are listed here. The linear dependence of the Galeev et al. (1985) formula on the outgassing strength \( Q \) was confirmed by the present hybrid plasma simulation. \( R \) denotes the position of the boundary from the nucleus along the Sun-comet line.

### 4. Conclusion

We investigate the evolution of the plasma environment of comet CG as the comet approaches the Sun. The simulations are performed by combining two different and sophisticated models. We calculate the plasma environment with the quasi-neutral, three dimensional hybrid plasma model. The outgassing strength of the comet, an important input parameter of the hybrid plasma model, is calculated from a thermophysical nucleus model. The thermal model solves the coupled heat- and mass transfer problem in a porous ice-dust matrix with moving boundaries (Stefan problem).

The simulation starts at 4.2 AU and finishes at 1.3 AU with a step size in heliocentric distance of 0.1 AU. The maximum of the cometary ion flux and of the magnetic field are presented as functions of heliocentric distance. As part of this investigation a movie is published, which shows the perihelion approach of CG for the cometary ion flux and the magnetic field.

The simulation results allow us to distinguish three different regimes. The test-particle regime covers a heliocentric distance between 4.2 AU to 3.7 AU. Weak mass-loading of the solar wind leads to a moderate enhancement of the magnetic field, which is localized in the vicinity of the nucleus and which reaches factors in the range 2.5 to 5 compared to the \( B_{ref} \). In the Mach cone regime which covers a heliocentric distance of 3.7 AU to about 2.7 AU, the cometary ion flux exceeds the undisturbed solar-wind ion flow and leads to a stronger feedback on the solar wind parameters. The magnetic field exhibits an enhancement by a factor 7, which is detached from the nucleus surface. The last regime covers a distance of 2.7 AU to perihelion. Although this regime shows strong effects on the plasma environment of the comet, the absolute values of the magnetic field and the cometary ion flux appear to follow the growth process of the interplanetary magnetic field and of the solar-wind ion flux as the comet approaches the Sun.

The position of the bow shock along the Sun-comet line is compared with an analytical formula by Biermann et al. (1967) and Galeev et al. (1985), which agrees well.

We also presented rational law fits to the hybrid simulation data. Fits to the maximum of the cometary ion flux, the maximum of the magnetic field magnitude, and fits along the Sun-comet line to the MPB, the ICB, and the BS position as function of heliocentric distance are discussed. The hybrid model predicts
a BS with a Mach number of about 2.3. With decreasing heliocentric distance the Mach number drops very steeply.
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